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Hey everyone, welcome to legendary leaders. Welcome to this episode, we have been
tackling the nine fundamental pillars of business. I am excited that you have been hanging
out with me. I love that you come listen to my episodes. But I'm especially excited for you
to be armed with this knowledge of mastering the nine. Right, understanding what the
nine are. So now you understand exactly why you must master them in order to create a
successful sustainable business. Now, we've tackled the other eight, I have left with one
today, right, I've been tackling two at a time. So naturally, there's one left. And that one is
very much focused on finances. It's the last pillar right in the bunch. But it's obvious and
yet, people don't prioritize it. Crazy, true. Crazy true. Okay, I get it. But it's true. I hear so
many women say, I'll focus on finances later, like I'm not making any money. So why do I
need to focus on finances? I'll just learn it later. I've got too many other things to figure
out, like, you know, which color should my logo be? on, we'll keep taking back the logo,
because I'm telling you, a lot of people will spend some time on that. And they shouldn't.
So they say, our finances later should I have this blue, or should have it to. And then they
go off. And they never learn about finances. Remember this, your business success is
defined in the financial world, we've talked about this recently, I'm going to bring it back
to you again. Your business is defined and measured in terms of finances, which means
you live and die by your financial performance. So let me put it to you this way. Think
about this. And this is a crazy analogy. But stick with me. Are you going to quit your job?
And try to go play professional rugby prime? Are you going to quit? Just Hey, you wake up.
You know what? I'm going to quit my job. I'm gonna go play professional rugby. That's
exactly what I'm gonna do. I'm just gonna go quit play professional rugby. And then you're
going to tell yourself? I don't know the rules. I don't know the rules of rugby. I've never
played it before. But no big deal. I could totally figure that out. I'm just going to figure out
the rules later.
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Would you do any of that? No.

 02:25

Why wouldn't you

 02:27

because you probably aren't going to be good enough right out of the gate, to actually be
paid to play professional rugby. And ultimately, you have to know the rules. If you ever
want to be good at the sport, right? You have to, you have to be good. And you have to
know the rules in order to become good. But you know what? Women do this every single
day in their business and with their business and not just women into they have no clue
about business financials are what it takes to play the game of business in the finance
world, they have no idea. But they hinge all of their dreams, their desires, their monetary
needs and their livelihood. Right. Remember, they quit their job on a business that they
haven't made successful at this point. They haven't. I haven't generated any success. And
then they also say, I will figure out the financial piece later. I just want to make money.
Can you tell that kills me a little bit? I want you to be successful. Don't set yourself up to
fail? Come on. So how do you know how to make money? And how much money do you
need to make? How much money do you need to spend to make money? And are you
getting a return on your investment? And is it a good return? And when expenses versus
revenue, right? That's a return on your investment you invest by spending money and
expenses. And then in turn you generate money? Is that a good ROI? or return on your
investment? How much money do you have to have to sustain your business before you
run out of money? These are questions. And while they're obvious to many of us, they're
not obvious to some. Or they're obvious and yet we still don't answer them. Here's the
thing. Either way, whether those questions are obvious to you or whether they are but you
haven't done anything about it. Number one, there's no judgment here. All right, no
judgment. It's easy to get caught up in the fun stuff of business. And say you're going to do
the hard stuff later. We all avoid the things that we're uncomfortable with that is human
nature. That is not just you. The reality though, is that you have got to stop delaying the
mastering of this pillar and get over the expectation that you're going to start running
fast. fast, you can't run fast, if you don't understand the rules of running fast. You have to
learn. And so if you don't know where you haven't listened to the episode on the basics of
financials that I did, weeks ago, go check it out, it will get you started. Okay?
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Because here's the deal.

 05:23

If you want to win in business, you have to learn the rules. And you have to master them.
You have to do those things if you're going to win the game. So go learn the financial
knowledge and details you have to have. So then you can create targets and milestones
and goals, and understand ROI and understand how much money you're going to need.
And where you want to make investments. And you can make all of these decisions. And
you can learn the basics about finances, and use this knowledge to your advantage. And
you have to be able to do that if you're going to become part of the 18%. Because here's
the deal. Again, we talked about one and done businesses, people will make a crap ton of
money, I'm talking 10s to hundreds of thousands of dollars in a launch, I mean amazing.
Like, you're like oh my gosh, I so wish that I could have you know that much revenue
generated in this many days. Right? It's, it's to be admired. But because they don't
understand financials, they don't know how to replicate that. They don't know how to save
the money or where to invest it or how to move it around. And so they don't create a
sustainable business. And that is the sad part because the world already said, we love
what you're doing. Keep doing it. But they couldn't keep doing it. So I know that you know,
financials are a critical piece of your business. But what I'm telling you again, the right
work at the right time, you have to master this pillar. And it starts now in the startup not in
the growth phase, we're trying to figure out where to put the money, no, learn it now. So
then, as you start moving into the growth phase, you know exactly what to do in that
pillar, when it comes to financials. Can't wait to learn financials, when you need to use it
for something else. You you've got to get their financials are critical, every single phase of
your business, and you use it differently. Okay. I'm serious, I promise you. It's true. I've
watched it many, many times, and I've lived it. So these are the non pillars. I'm excited to
bring them to you again, I kept it super high level, super, super, super high level. You need
to be introduced to them. You need to be looking in your business asking yourself if you're
applying them. And you need to be thinking about what do I do next? And quite frankly, I
think what I'll do now that I'm thinking out loud, is I'm going to do I'm going to do some
more episodes. I think I'm going to do tomorrow I'm going to talk to you about why you
don't hear about the nine pillars and then I think I'll do another episode on you know,
when you finish with a non pillars, what do you do next? When you think you've mastered
the nine and startup, what do you do? Okay, so I'm gonna keep going through this a little
bit more, but you have to master the nine. And if you're not sure how are you going to do
it faster? Let us help you. So we're here to do. Okay, go and be legendary.
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